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Abstract 
It is shown that if G is a graph such that the maximum size of a set of pairwise edge-disjoint 
triangles is v(G), then there is a set C of edges of G of size at most (3 - e)v(G) such that 
E(T) N C 7~ 0 for every triangle T of G, where e> 3. This is the first nontrivial bound known 
for a long-standing conjecture of Tuza. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
O. Introduction 
In this note we are concerned with a packing and covering problem for triangles 
in graphs. Let a graph G be given. We say that a family o~ of triangles in G is 
independent if the elements of o ~ are pairwise edge-disjoint. A set C C E(G) of edges 
of G is called a transversal of the set of triangles of G, or simply a transversal 
for G, if every triangle of G contains at least one element of C. We denote by v(G) 
the maximum cardinality of an independent family of triangles in G, and by r(G) 
the minimum cardinality of a transversal for G. It is clear that for every graph G we 
have v(G)<<.z(G)<<.3v(G). The graphs G -- K 4 and K 5 show that we may have r(G) 
as large as 2v(G). In this note, we are concerned with an elegant conjecture of Tuza, 
first raised in 1981 [4], which states that z(G)<<.2v(G) for every graph G. 
Some partial results on this conjecture have been obtained for certain special classes 
of graphs. In [5], Tuza shows that the conjecture is true for planar graphs, Ks-free 
chordal graphs, and graphs with n vertices and at least 7n2/16 edges. More recently, 
Krivelevich [3] has shown that graphs G without homeomorphic copies of K 3'3 satisfy 
the conjecture, improving on Tuza's result that the conjecture holds for planar graphs. 
Two fractional versions of the conjecture are considered by Krivelevich [3] as well. 
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Tuza [5] also shows that for tripartite graphs G one has v(G)<~7v(G)/3, and in [2] 
this bound is improved to r(G)~<(2- e)v(G) for a small positive constant e. 
In this note we show that for any graph G, we have r(G)~<(3 -e)v(G),  where 
> 3/23. 
1. Proof of the main result 
Let a graph G be fixed. Let :8 be a fixed family of independent triangles in G of 
size v = v(G). We say that a triangle in G is of type (~, i) if it has exactly i edges in 
common with the set E[:~] of all edges in triangles of :~. Note that every triangle in G 
is of type (~, i) for some i E {1,2,3}, since ~ is an independent family of maximum 
size. Let :81 be an independent family of triangles of type (:~, 1) of maximum size in 
G, and let 7 be defined by [~1[ ~- ~1). 
Lemma 1. We have v(G)~<(3- y)v(G). 
Proof. For each T 1E :81 let T~ denote the triangle in :8 that shares an edge with TI. 
Then note that ~-= {T~ E :8: Ti E :81 } satisfies [~, 1 = 1:~11, by maximality of :8. For 
a pair of triangles T1E :81 and T( E ~,  the subgraph of G formed by E(T1 ) U E(T~) 
is a copy of K4 minus an edge. Let e(Tl ) denote the edge shared by /'1 and T(, and 
if the remaining edge of the K4 also exists in G let it be denoted by et(Tl ). 
Let 
C = E[:8\~-] U {e(T): T E :81 } U {e~(T): T E :81 and e'(T) exists}. 
Then ]C] ~<(3 - 7)v(G). We now check that C is a transversal of G. Since every 
family of triangles of the form (:8\~-)U UrE~ {T or T ~} is an independent family of 
size v, any triangle that is edge-disjoint from ( :~\~)  must share an edge with both 
Tl E :81 and T~ E ~,  for some TIE :81. But then such a triangle must contain e(Tl ) 
or e' ( T1). [] 
Now, let G' denote the graph obtained by deleting all edges of all triangles in :~1. 
Notice that v(G') = v(1 -7 ) ,  since v(1 -7 )  triangles of :8 are contained in G ', and 
moreover, if G' contained a larger independent family then this together with :81 would 
form an independent family in G that was larger than :8. Note also that all triangles 
in G' are type (:~,2) or type (:8,3). 
Let :82 be an independent family of type (:8,2) triangles contained in G' of maxi- 
mum size, and let fl be such that 1:821 = ~v. 
Lemma 2. We have v(G)~<(3/2 + 5y/2 + 2//)v. 
Proof. In this case, we let 
C = E[:si] U E[:82] U C', 
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where C' is a subset of the edges of the graph H formed by E [~ ' ] \ (E [~]  U E[~2]) 
of minimum size such that H-  C' is bipartite. We know that IC'l <~IE(H)[/2, and 
so [C[~<(3/2 + 5y/2 + 2fl)v. Then since every type (~, 1) triangle contains an edge 
of E [~] ,  every type (M,2) triangle contains an edge of E [~]  U E[~2], and ev- 
ery type (M,3) triangle contains an edge of E [~]  U E[M2] U C,  we see that C is 
a transversal. [] 
Let ~ be an independent family of triangles in G' of maximum size, subject o the 
condition that ]E[~']\E[M] I >~flv. We know that such a family exists because of-~2. 
Clearly I~'1 ~v(1 -~).  We define a set 5 ~ of triangles as follows: a triangle T is in 
5 e if T has exactly one edge in common with E[M~], and moreover this edge is in 
E[M']\E[~]. Let ~ be an independent subset of 6 e of maximum size, and let fi be 
such that I~II -- &. 
Lemma 3. We have z(G)~<(3 - 6)v. 
Proof. We begin as in the proof of Lemma 1, by constructing a transversal for Gq 
For each Tl E ~tl let T( denote the triangle in ~ that shares an edge with Tl. Let 
~ '  = {T( E ,~' : TIE ,~  }. As in Lemma 1, for a pair of triangles Ti E "~l and T~ E ~' ,  
the subgraph of G ~ formed by E(T1 )UE(T() is a copy of K4 minus an edge. Let e(Ti ) 
denote the edge shared by Tl and T(, and if the remaining edge of the K4 also exists 
in G ~ let it be denoted by d(Ti ). 
Then note that for T~ E ~-', the only edge of T( in E[M']\E[~] is e(Ti ), since 
otherwise T( would be a type (M, 1 ) triangle and we know that none of these exist in 
G'. Hence also I~-'1--I~', I.
Let 
C' = E[~ ' \~ ' ]  O {e(T): T G ~'l } U {e'(T): r E ~tl and e'(T) exists}. 
Then IC'] ~<3L~'I-rv. We now check that C' is a transversal of G'. Note that every 
family d of triangles of the form (~'\~-')UUTE.~, ' {T or T'} is an independent family 
of size I~'[ in G' that contains all of E[M']\E[~]. Therefore, if for some d there 
exists a triangle edge-disjoint from d then together with ~¢ it would form a larger 
family that contradicted the definition of M~. Therefore, as in Lemma 1 the set C' is 
a transversal of G ~. 
To complete the proof we simply note that C ~ U E[~l]  gives a transversal of G of 
size at most (3 -3 )v .  [] 
Lemma 4. We have z(G)~<(3 + 36 - fl)v. 
Proof. This time let 
C = E[~,]  U E[~I] U (E[M] n E[~']), 
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Then IC[ <<,(3+36-fl)v. To show that C is a transversal of G, we first note that clearly 
~1 is maximal in G I, and so E[~'] is a transversal of  G ~. However, any triangle in 
G' that is disjoint from E[~' ]  N E [~]  cannot contain 2 or 3 edges of  E [~ ' ] \E [~]  
since it would be a type (~, 1) triangle (of which there are none in G~), or a triangle 
disjoint from ~,  respectively. Therefore, any such triangle must be in Y,  and therefore 
contains an edge of E[~l  ]. [] 
These four lemmas then combine to give us the upper bound. 
Theorem 5. We have z(G)~<(3 - e)v, where e~>3/23. 
Proof. From Lemmas 1 to 4 we find 
~-c(c) = , (c )  + ~-~(G) + ~, (c )  + 4-~(c) 
~< [(3 - y) + (3 + ~, + 4/~) + (~ _ ~6)  + (~ + ~6 - 4/~)]v(G) 
= -~ v(G), 
which proves the theorem. [] 
The bound for e can be improved slightly to (23-  4x~-~)/8 >3/23 by using induction 
in Lemma 4 to replace the 36 bound by (3 - e)6. 
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